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SOLUTIONS BRIEF

RADIO ALERT: INTEGRATING POWERFUL
VIDEO MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE WITH
RELIABLE TWO-WAY RADIO COMMUNICATIONS
Radio Alert combines advanced CCTV intelligence with two-way radios for improved response times and
situational awareness.
This solution enables users to receive and acknowledge Control Center alarms from radio systems. Alerts of activity
happening on a site are dispatched directly to their radios via text message and/or text-to-voice alerts. This allows
security personnel to be notiﬁed through their two-way radios so that when analytics or access control events occur,
they can quickly investigate without needing to monitor activity on a computer screen. Personnel can then respond
using a preprogrammed key on the radio, closing out and logging the event.

Two-Way
Conﬁrmation
Acknowledge and log alarm directly
from the radio.

Proactive
Notiﬁcations
Dispatch alerts directly to Kenwood
and Motorola radios via text message
and/or text-to-voice alerts

Contextual
Alerts
Receive any ACC alarm as an alert on the
Kenwood and Motorola radios. This includes
alerts related to video analytics, access control,
license plate recognition match and external
software events.

How It Works

Radio Alert Beneﬁts
Assists with safer and stronger protection of staff, teachers and
students with real-time notiﬁcation of potential security threats.
Analog
or Digital
Radios

Maximize investments with an integrated solution that leverages
the strengths of video management software with analytics, access
license plate recognition match and external software events.
Efﬁcient use of resources that allows security personnel to be on
activepatrol while conﬁdently relying on artiﬁcial intelligence to
monitor andinform them over radio of security of matters that
require further investigation or immediate response.
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